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ULTIMATE SERIES CAR AUDIO SPEAKERS

This manual will show you how to do a correct installa- tion. Please .... If the system is used together with a subwoofer, test to phase reverse the ... 2,5" ( 6,3 cm). 
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ULTIMATE SERIES CAR AUDIO SPEAKERS



UP5, UP6, UP35, UP36 UR5, UR6, UR5S, UR6S UR35S, UR36S UP2,5, UR2,5 UR1



WELCOME



TWO-WAY SYSTEMS UP5 & UP6



Thank you for buying a DLS ULTIMATE speaker. This manual will show you how to do a correct installation. Please read the entire manual before beginning the installation. Install the speakers yourself if you feel confident with our instructions and if you have the proper tools. The ULTIMATE speakers are our best speaker line but a poor installation job can destroy the final result even from these speakers. So if you feel unsure, turn over the installation job to someone better suited to it.



These 2-way systems have a separate UP1C tweeter. The filters are combined lowpass and highpass in a plastic box with selectable tweeter level inside. On the following pages you can see how to connect the filters. The filters must be used, if you connect without them the sound becomes bad and you will destroy the tweeter. You don´t have to use the passive crossover if the system is connected to separate amplifiers and an active crossover.



INSTALLATION Mount the speakers in the door or in the dashboard of your car. Normally they will fit in the facory pre-made mounting holes. If you want an improved sound reinforce with a baffle of MDF-board or similar. An installation high up on the door side is to be prefered. An alternative installation is in so called kick panels down on each side of the floor with the speakers facing up- and inwards towards the listener. For two- or three way speaker systems with separate tweeter an installation of the tweeter close to the bass/ mid element is to be prefered. The tweeter can also be installed on the dash-board, or recessed in the door with the accessories in the tweeter box. It is important to fasten the speakers properly in order to avoid bad sound or rattling. For speakers with separate filters in boxes or similar it is vital that they are attached properly to the interior of the vehicle to avoid rattling. Don´t place them close to the internal wiring of the car, this can cause interference. Avoid to install filter boxes in the door sides because they can easily be broken because of rattling or moisture. Make sure the cables don´t get jammed causing a short circuit to ground. This can damage the output circuits of the head unit or amplifier. The sealing strip coming with some of the kits can be used for improved sealing between the bass element and the mounting surface. The tweeter installation for kits with separate tweeter is described on last page, or in the instruction sheet coming with the tweeters.



SPEAKER ENCLOSURES If you want to install the speaker in an enclosure the normal size for a closed box is: 5,25” (13 cm) speakers 6,5” (16,5 cm) speakers 8” (20 cm) speakers



: 6-8 liters : 10-12 liters : 15-20 liters



These volumes are only a guideline. The volumes can vary between different speakers. Contact your local DLS dealer for more exact information about your specific speaker.



THREE-WAY SYSTEMS UP35 & UP36 These 3-way systems have separate UP1C tweeter and UP2,5 midrange. The filter components are mounted in a plastic box with selectable tweeter and midrange level inside. On the following pages you can see how to connect the filters. The filters must be used, if you connect without them the sound becomes bad and you will destroy the tweeter. You don´t have to use the passive crossover if the system is connected to separate amplifiers and an active crossover.



TWO-WAY SYSTEMS UR5, UR6, UR5S & UR6S These 2-way systems have a separate UR1 tweeter. The filters are combined lowpass and highpass in a plastic box with selectable tweeter level inside. On the following pages you can see how to connect the filters. The filters must be used, if you connect without them the sound becomes bad and you will destroy the tweeter. You don´t have to use the passive crossover if the system is connected to separate amplifiers and an active crossover.



THREE-WAY SYSTEMS UR35S & UR36S These 3-way systems have separate UR1 tweeter and UR2,5 midrange. The filter components are mounted in a plastic box with selectable tweeter and midrange level inside. On the following pages you can see how to connect the filters. The filters must be used, if you connect without them the sound becomes bad and you will destroy the tweeter. You don´t have to use the passive crossover if the system is connected to separate amplifiers and an active crossover.



SPEAKER FACTS FOR DLS ULTIMATE SERIES Model



Woofer



Mid



Tweeter



Nom. power



Max power



Sensitivity



Magnet size



Inst. depth



Mounting hole



Crossover



UP5 UP6



13 cm / 5,25” 16,5 cm / 6,5”



28 mm / 1,1” 28 mm / 1,1”



120 W 150 W



180 W 180 W



89 dB 88 dB



62 mm / 2,44” 62 mm / 2,44”



58 mm / 2,28” 63 mm / 2,48”



120 mm / 472” 140 mm / 5,5”



Separate box Separate box



UP35 UP36



13 cm / 5,25” 16,5 cm / 6,5”



28 mm / 1,1” 28 mm / 1,1”



120 W 150 W



180 W 180 W



89 dB 88 dB



62 mm / 2,44” 62 mm / 2,44”



58 mm / 2,28” 63 mm / 2,48”



120 mm / 4,72” 140 mm / 5,51”



Separate box Separate box



UR5 UR6



13 cm / 5,25” 16,5 cm / 6,5”



28 mm / 1,1” 28 mm / 1,1”



80 W 100 W



120 W 160 W



91 dB 91 dB



85 mm / 3,35” 85 mm / 3,35”



62 mm / 2,44” 65 mm / 2,56”



120 mm / 4,72” 140 mm / 5,51”



Separate box Separate box



UR5S UR6S



13 cm / 5,25” 16,5 cm / 6,5”



28 mm / 1,1” 28 mm / 1,1”



80 W 100 W



120 W 160 W



91 dB 91 dB



85 mm / 3,35” 85 mm / 3,35”



62 mm / 2,44” 65 mm / 2,56”



120 mm / 4,72” 140 mm / 5,51”



Separate box Separate box



28 mm / 1,1” 28 mm / 1,1”



80 W 100 W



120 W 160 W



91 dB 91 dB



85 mm / 3,35” 85 mm / 3,35”



62 mm / 2,44” 65 mm / 2,56”



120 mm / 4,72” 140 mm / 5,51”



Separate box Separate box



UR35S 13 cm / 5,25” UR36S 16,5 cm / 6,5”



2,5” 2,5”



2,5” 2,5”



RUNNING-IN PERIOD



CONNECTION OF SPEAKERS



Allow the speakers to play for at least 15-20 hours. After this time the performance is correct.



Make sure you connect the cables with correct polarity to the speakers. Observe the markings on the terminal. The small terminal is minus.



SPEAKER PHASING To be sure to have the correct speaker polarity (phase) you can check this by using a 1,5 Volt battery. Connect a cable from the battery plus-pole to the speaker plus, and a cable from the battery minus to the speaker minus. If the speakers are correctly connected the speaker cone should move outwards on both right and left channel. This check must be made on the cables going from the speakers, to the output terminals of your car stereo or amplifier.



+



+ -



-



FILTER/CROSSOVER INSTALLATIONS Filter installation and connection of UP35 & UP36 3-way systems



Tweeter Bass



_



Input Tweeter Midr. Woofer



_



+



_



+ +



_



J2 J1 HI MID LO



IN OUT



BASS



-



+



Tweeter level



J3



Coil



+



Bass/mid



Mid level



HI LO



-



TWEETER



+ +



-



-



-



WOOFER



+



+



INPUT



2-way crossover



-



+



Mid Tweeter



Speaker impedance 4Ω



Filter installation and connection of UP5 & UP6



Head unit / amp. Car stereo / amp. The drawing shows the connection of a 3-way system to one channel. The other channel is connected in the same way. The tweeter level is adjustable in three steps, the MID level in two steps:



TWEETER LEVEL: JUMPER J2



Tw level



J2



Hi Mid Low



Select tweeter level by moving the small jumper J2 inside the filter box. High level Mid level Low level



Tweeter level (J3): High = jumper in HI-position Mid = jumper in MID-position Low = jumper in LO-position Midrange level J2): High = jumper in HI-position Low = jumper in LO-position Jumper J1 is used when you want to run the system without midbass driver. In this case some components inside the filter must be disconnected. Midbass connected: jumper mounted in IN-position. Midbass disconnected: jumper mounted in OUT-position.



NOTE! If the system is used together with a subwoofer, test to phase reverse the subwoofer to see what sounds best.



FILTER/CROSSOVER INSTALLATIONS Filter installation and connection of UR5, UR6, UR5S & UR6S Tweeter



+ +



+



Bass/mid +



-



WOOFER



-



-



INPUT



+



+



2-way crossover



TWEETER



-



Hi Mid Low



Head unit / amp.



J2



Jumper setting:



Tw level



TWEETER LEVEL Select tweeter level by moving the small jumper inside the filter box. High level Mid level Low level



_



J2 2 1 3 4 Mid level



2 4 J1 1 3



+ +



Car stereo / amp.



FACTS DLS UP2.5 MID-DOME Size Nom. power (RMS) Maximum power Frequency range Sensitivity Resonanst freq. / Fs Magnet diameter Outer diameter Mount. depth Mount. hole Cone Voice coil



2,5" ( 6,3 cm) 90 Watts RMS 160 Watts 400 Hz-8 kHz 91 dB / W / m 350 Hz 65 mm / 2,56” 100 mm / 3,94” 25 mm / 1” 82 mm / 3,23” Doped fabric 52 mm / 2” al flat wire



Tweeter



Speaker impedance 4Ω



+



Mid



_



Coil



Bass



+



_



J3 2 1 3 4 Tw. level



_



Input Tweeter Mid. Woofer



Filter installation and connection of UR35S & UR36S 3-way systems The drawing shows the connection of a 3-way system to one channel. The other channel is connected in the same way. The tweeter and mid levels are adjustable in two steps as described below: Tweeter level (J3): High = jumper mounted between pin 1-2. Low = jumper mounted between pin 1-3. Midrange level (J2): High = jumper mounted between pin 1-2. Low = jumper mounted between pin 1-3. Jumper J1 is used when you want to run the system without midbass driver. In this case some components inside the filter must be disconnected. Midbass connected: jumpers mounted between pin 1-2 & 3-4. Midbass disconnected: jumpers mounted between pin 1-3 & 2-4.



FACTS DLS UR2.5 MID-DOME Size Nom. power (RMS) Maximum power Frequency range Sensitivity Resonanst freq. / Fs Magnet diameter Outer diameter Mount. depth Mount. hole Cone Voice coil



2,5" ( 6,3 cm) 90 Watts RMS 160 Watts 400 Hz-8 kHz 91 dB / W / m 350 Hz 85 mm / 3,35” 100 mm / 3,94” 36 mm / 1,42” 82 mm / 3,23” Doped fabric 52 mm / 2” al flat wire



UP2,5 / UR2,5 Should be installed high up in the door side or in the dashboard. Normally these speakers don´t require any box. When the midrange is mounted high up in the dashboard the mid level becomes high in some vehicles. If so use the low mid level in the filter box. If the level is still too high, connect a 3-5 ohm resistor in series with the + feed.



TWEETER INSTALLATION UR1 UR1 can be installed on the dashboard or recessed in a doorside. These tweeters are included in the DLS ULTIMATE speaker kits UR5, UR6, UR5S, UR6S, UR35S and UR36S.



TWEETER INSTALLATION UP1C UP1C can be installed on the dashboard with the angled cup or recessed in a doorside with the flush cup. UP1C are included in the UP5, UP6, UP35 and UP36 speaker kits.



SURFACE MOUNTING:



SURFACE MOUNTING: Use all accessories coming with the tweeter. Attach the round bottom plate (A) with the screws (B) or double adhesive tape. The fasten the round holder (C) to the bottom plate using the screw and nut (D). The tweeter element (G) is then attached to the holder with three short screws (E).



For angled surface mount together with the angled cup: The tweeter element is attached to the cup by fitting the three wings on the angled cup into the tracks of the element and then turn it clockwise. When removing the element from the cup, turn it ccw and lift it up.



RECESSED MOUNTING: C G



F



D B



E



A



RECESSED MOUNTING: You need a hole with a diameter of 45 mm / 1,77" in the door side. Attach the tweeter element (G) to the door side with the round holder (C) on the back side of the door panel. Use the three long screws (F) to attach the element to the holder.



FACTS ABOUT DLS UR1 TWEETER Art.no Size Nom. power (RMS) Freq. range Sensitivity Fs Overall dimensions Magnet Mounting depth Mounting hole Cone material



10-25401 28 mm 50 Watts (80 Watts max) 1 kHz-25 kHz 93 dB 900 Hz 62 mm / 2,44" 28 mm / 1,1" neodymium 26 mm / 1" 45 mm / 1,77" Hand treated fabric



You need a hole with a diameter of 48 mm / 1,89" in the door side. Put the two metal wings through the two tracks in the center of the cup, just as the picture shows, and attach them with the M4 screw and nut through the center hole. The cup is attached to the door side when the metal wings is pressed to the back side of the door. Put the tweeter element into the cup with the cable going out through the bottom hole. Then attach the element into the cup and turn it clockwise to attach to the cup. When removing the element from the cup, turn it ccw and lift it out



FACTS ABOUT DLS UP1C TWEETER Size Nom. power (RMS) Freq. range Sensitivity Magnet diameter Mounting depth Mounting hole Cone material



28 mm / 1,1" 50 Watts (80 Watts max) 1,5 kHz-20 kHz 93 dB 28 mm / 1,1" 18 mm / 0,71" 48 mm / 1,89" Hand treated fabric



WARRANTY SERVICE This speaker is covered by warranty, depending on the conditions in the country where it is sold. If the speaker is returned for service, please include the original dated receipt with the product.



Technical Assistance DLS Svenska AB P.O. Box 13029 SE-40251 Göteborg, Sweden Tel: +46 31 840060 Fax: +46 31 844021 E-mail: [email protected] www.dls.se



For technical assistance ask the shop where the product was sold or the distributor in your very country.You can always phone the DLS Helpdesk in Sweden + 46 31 840060 or send an e-mail to [email protected] Information can also be found on our WEB-site www.dls.se We follow a policy of continuous advancement in development. For this reason all or part of specifications & designs may be changed without prior notice.
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Multipoint Equalization of Digital Car Audio Systems 

Since car is nowadays the most used audio listening environment, au- tomotive equalization has ... sis of a measurement of the car impulse response in a single location. ..... [2] R. Shivley, â€œAutomotive Audio Design (A Tutorial),â€�. Presented at 
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Ultimate 

25 juin 2017 - pas forcÃ©ment possÃ©der une condition physique irrÃ©prochable pour en pratiquer. ...... de matiÃ¨res renouvelables, il est composÃ© de 12 quilles.
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vac n blo car vac pro series 

furniture, and stretching to reach high places. 5. The Crevice Tool (C) allows you to clean those hard to reach places. It can be used for vacuuming and blowing.
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How to install and operate the DLS Reference series car audio 

power cable to improve sound quality and to allow ... when the â€�High level auto startâ€� switch is set to IN .... two front speaker systems, or two subwoofers, in.
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ST8130 Series Road Car Display Systems .fr 

This manual will help you install and use either model in the Stack. ST8130 Series ... to gain access to a list of PDF manuals that can be instantly downloaded.
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Ultimate 

25 juin 2017 - d'Ã‰tat aux Sports sous le mandat de FranÃ§ois Hollande, NDLR) ces derniÃ¨res annÃ©es. il est ...... 11 numÃ©ros version papier · BULLETIN ...
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full range speakers 

Great product and competent installations are only a piece of the puzzle when it comes to ..... en plastique pour protéger les fils traversant une plaque de métal,.
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rockford fosgate - Car Hifi Audio Neuigkeiten und Infos 

and you get a subwoofer that is both physically impressive and sonically .... topologie des circuits électroniques de la classe BD, les amplificateurs P500-1bd et ...
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installation manual - ECLIPSE Car Navigation and Audio Systems ... 

Si vous utilisez des méthodes d'installation ou des composants non standard ... vendus séparément tels qu'un câble d'adaptateur d'alimentation électrique, un.
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installation manual - ECLIPSE Car Navigation and Audio Systems ... 

(pour panneau amovible) x 1. 11 ..... Si la configuration de haut-parleur est "haut-parleur Ã  3 voies": .... vis fournie pour fixer le panneau de commande Ã .
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Car 

POULTER LEEROY (ZAF)/HOWIE ROBERT (ZAF). TOYOTA HILUX. 1/2. T1/5. +01h30m43s. 46h52m53s. 5. 304. ROMA NANI (ESP)/HARO BRAVO ALEX (ESP).
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Powered Speakers - FCC ID 

14 janv. 2016 - Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. Labeling o
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Product Data - BMS Speakers 

800 W Power handling. 3" voice coil. Double treated cone for water protection. Triple aluminum demodulating rings for ultra low distortion. I Optimal for compact ...
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Product Data - BMS Speakers 

Ultra Low Distortion Low Midrange Driver. Ultra Low Distortion Series. Features: I 95 dB sensitivity 1 W/ 1 m. 800 W Power handling. 3" voice coil. Double treated ...
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Skytex SP728 Speakers Replacement 

Solder the new speakers to the correct location, making sure the red wire goes to the + and the black wire goes to the -.. Skytex SP728 Speakers Replacement.
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dls ur1, ultimate reference series tweeter - Prodej-autohifi.cz 

brÃ¤da, eller infÃ¤llt i ex.vis en dÃ¶rrsida. UTANPÃ…LIGGANDE MONTERING: AnvÃ¤nd alla de tillbehÃ¶r som finns i fÃ¶rpackningen. Den runda bottenplattan (A) mon-.
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Ultimate Jet 

The artist is going to transform it and work it in various more and more imaginative and ... “Solo Show Jenkell”, Moscow (Russia). “Solo Show Jenkell”, Istanbul ...
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Ultimate - Sportmag 

18 juin 2017 - 82 rue de la TalaudiÃ¨re. 42964 Saint-Etienne Cedex 1 ... Mas de l'Olivier - 10, rue du Puits. 34130 Saint-AunÃ¨s ...... le dernier rempart. Le natif de Mulhouse honore sa premiÃ¨re sÃ©lection le 19 septembre. 1999, contre la Roumanie.
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MINI-ULTIMATE 

Mouvement (faire exécuter le mouvement sans disque). • Le poignet ... Pointer avec son bras l'endroit visé à la fin du mouvement .... Mécanique du mouvement.
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Outdoor Speakers - UserManual.wiki 

8 mai 2013 - Spanish, or French, or to get answers to frequently ... Speaker Connection & Bluetooth Setup. Setup ... Connection Indicator will flash slowly.
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WFS 3.70Active Speakers - UserManual.wiki 

The on/off switch in this unit does not break both sides of the primary mains. .... no debe arrojarse junto con otros desperdicios domÃ©sticos en ningÃºn lugar de la UniÃ³n .... If the wireless signal isn't strong enough, the WFS 3.70 speaker.
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architectural speakers - Klipsch 

sospeso standard sono realizzati in materiali a bassa densitÃ  che possono incurvarsi e vibrare in modo udibile nel tempo. Per mas- simizzare le prestazioni acustiche dei diffusori montati in un con- trosoffitto, Klipsch consiglia di sostituire il pa
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Ultimate WarriorZ 

Parmi ces jetons doit figurer le gros jeton ... 4.1 Choix d'une carte Action. Chaque joueur .... la cible de ces jets de pierre ne profitent Ã  personne. 4.4 Fin du ...
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E98GFCN-CAR 

E98GFCN-CAR. Couvercle gris un groupe Ã  montage vertical. Prise DDFT. Dimensions de l'ouverture pour appareils : 2,63 po de hauteur par 1,31 po de ...
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